
DEMOLITION OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IV: 

The Last Priest in America

<<STEADY CAM>>
Hello everyone and welcome to our all new program Dispatches .. this episode is the third part of 
a series of five we’ve called - The Demolition of the Faith.  

I’m your host, Michael Voris. <<GREEN CAM>>

The Last Priest in America ... a concept once unheard of ... is fast becoming a very real 
possibility in America.  

In our previous episodes of Demolition of the Faith ... we showed you how we acquired this 
data ... discussing both the decline in morals and numbers of the laity ... revealing the true 
devastation of Catholic Education.  

And now ... we’ll see what little remains of the dwindling fires of the Catholic Church in 
America ... our Priests and Religious.  <<LOOP CAM>>

Through their waning numbers ... you’ll see why the concept of The Last Priest in America isn’t 
so far off from reality.  Much like a candle simply burning itself out .. nothing dramatic or 
sudden you can point to .. the flame just continues to slowly dwindle until it puffs out.

And with that in mind ... we now turn to the diminished and diminishing numbers of the 
ambassadors of God.

Our data is from The Official Catholic Directory also known as the Kennedy Directory and 
Kenneth C. Jones’ compilation of the Index of Leading Catholic Indicators. We spent weeks 
going over the numbers and compiling the data. <<GREEN CAM>>

From the earliest days of the 20th century, the number of Catholic priests in America continued 
climbing ... reaching its peak in 1967 at 59,892 priests.  In 2012 there are 39,718 priests.  The 
total number of priests in America has decreased by 34% for the past 45 years.

At current trends...  by 2020 ... in just a little more than 6 years ... there will only be about 30,000 
priests ... and half of them will be age 70 or older.  And when we look at this issue of the AGE of 
the priests .. you have to bear in mind .. that every life insurance company in America bases its 
entire business on the fact that .. on average .. a man will be dead before he turns 76.
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So in less than ten years .. over half of those men should be dead according to the law of 
averages .. by which insurance companies set their rates. <<STEADY CAM>>

The RATE of disappearing priests is going to increase in the coming 6-10 years.

And there are NO reinforcements on the way.

Right now ... there are more priests age 80 to 84 than there are priests age 30 to 34.  Could these 
projections set the stage for the moment to arrive when we witness the Last Priest in America? 
<<LOOP CAM>>

First … let’s look at all the factors behind such a dystopian scenario before getting into that.

There are two types of priests.  Diocesan and Religious.  Diocesan are usually the priests in your 
parish.  Religious are those who belong to an order ... like the Dominicans or Jesuits for example.
<<GREEN CAM>>

In 1969 ... Diocesan priests were at a high of 37,000 ... and in 2012 ...  their numbers have 
decreased by 30% to 27,000.  

As for Religious priests they were at a high of 23,000 in 1980 ... in 2012 they were only 12,500 
Religious priests ... a drop of 50% .. much faster rate of decline than among diocesan priests .. 
keep that stat in the back of your mind for now. 

And while we’re on the subject of Diocesan Priests and Religious Priests ... let’s see how their 
respective seminaries are doing ... 

Between 1969 and 2012 ... the number of Diocesan Seminaries has declined from 137 to 71 ...  a 
decrease of 50%.  Half of all US diocesan seminaries have been shuttered in the past two 
generations. <<LOOP CAM>>

And as for the actual seminarians who go to these diocesan seminaries ... their numbers explain 
why the seminaries have been closed. 

Back in 1966 ... things were looking ROSY, at least numbers-wise. <<GREEN CAM>>

There were nearly 18 thousand men studying for the priesthood.  
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Today ... an epic loss ... a little more than 3,000 ... 82 percent loss. And bear in mind, not all 
these 3,000 men will be ordained .. most, in fact, will not.

In 1965 there were 479 Religious seminaries ...  and now there are only 98 .. a decrease of 80%.

1962 was the height of 22-and-a half- thousand attending these Religious Seminaries ...  in 2012 
those numbers have simply fallen off the cliff ... from 22,000 to just 1,600 ... a demolition of 
93%. <<LOOP CAM>>

You heard right. Men studying for the diocesan priesthood had dropped by more than 80 percent 
and for religious orders by more than 90 percent. !!

This decline in the religious life is also reflected in other areas and vocations ... such as brothers. 
Let’s take a look. <<GREEN CAM>>

In 1967 ... the total amount of Brothers in various religious orders was 12,500 and in 2012 has 
gone down by 64% to a mere 4,500 ... from 12,500 to 4,500.

In 1966 ...  181,000 sisters were the backbone of the catholic education and health systems.  

In 2012 there were less than 55,000 ... a decline of 70%  ... and a very important point here ... 
their average age is 68.  

By 2020 ... the number of sisters will decline another 15,000 to 40,000 ... a further slashing of a 
third from today’s numbers.  And of those, half will be 70 or older.  <<STEADY CAM>>

We’ve looked at the decrease in the numbers of priests ... nuns ... brothers . . . and seminarians as 
well as seminaries ... but let’s take one second and look at the unprecedented decline of the 
orders.  

According to Kenneth C. Jones, the Jesuits ... the order of Franciscan Minor ...  the Christian 
Brothers ... the Benedictines ...  the Redemptorists ... the Dominicans ...  the Maryknoll ...  the 
Oblates of Mary Immaculate ... the Vincentians ... OFM Conventual ...  the Passionists ... Holy 
Cross ... the Augustinians ...  OFM Capuchin ... Precious Blood ...  LaSalette ...  the Carmelites ... 
and Holy Ghost  ..... 

EVERY SINGLE ORDER is massively receding!  The high point of these orders was in 1965 ... 
their most recent numbers in year 2000 ... however ...  show in most cases ... a rapid DECLINE 
ranging from roughly 40 percent to upwards of 90 percent. <<GREEN CAM>>
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We’ve shown the decline of the Church’s personnel ... it’s only fair we show you what has 
become of the parishes in the United States.  In the 20 years between 1992 and 2012 ... there was 
a net decline in the number of parishes by 2000 – from 20,000 to 18,000.  So this decline already 
accounts for any new parishes being built. 

That is a drop of 10 percent in 20 years. 

But extremely telling, of those 2,000 parishes closed ... 700 were closed in the first 10 year 
period (from 1992 – 2002) while 1,300 were closed in the second 10 year period (from 2002 – 
2012).  The RATE of closures is accelerating ... a very frightening omen. <<LOOP CAM>>

It means the demolition of the Church in the United States is increasing in speed. 

Why are there so few religious these days?  The empirical data shows a correlation to the time of 
the Second Vatican Council in the early 1960s.  But correlation doesn’t necessarily mean cause. 
Does it have to do with Vatican II and the confusion that followed in the wake of the Council? 

For those who want to insist that the Council is to blame - the numbers don’t PROVE that.  But 
on the other hand, for those who want to defend the council as having nothing to do with this at 
all - that too is a very hard case to make based on the correlation. The post-Council confusion 
simply cannot be ruled out as a contributor to the decline in the church. <<STEADY CAM>>

So . . . why are we bringing up “The Last Priest in America”?  Are the number of priests in the 
United States suffering that badly? 

Well ... despite the increase of life expectancy in the recent years ... that is ... despite that we live 
longer lives in this modern day world thanks to science than our ancestors did almost a century 
ago ... the total number of priests in America could still be exhausted eventually ... Why? 
Because the number of new ordinations is at rock bottom according to the Official Catholic 
Directory. <<GREEN CAM>>

The number of newly ordained priests peaked in the year 1992 at 864 and decreased by 50% to 
an all time-low of 438 in 2006  ... however ... since then ... the number has somewhat stabilized 
in the past 6 years ... with approximately 480 priests on average being ordained each year.  This 
however will not be enough to outweigh the number of priests that die or retire each year.  

Now ... next we’ll look at a projection showing how many priests we may have in the next 45-90 
years.  This projection is based on the annual net change in the number of priests each year 
between 1967 and 2012.  <<LOOP CAM>>
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Why 1967? 1967 was the year we had the most priests in America - 59,892 to be exact - it was 
also the last year of the steady incline of priests in America.  45 years later, we were left with 
exactly 39,718 priests in 2012. 

To make it easy … think of it this way – in 1967 – there were 60,000 priests.  In 2012 – 40,000 
priests.

The average net change in those 45 years is in raw numbers a net loss of 448 priests each year. 
 Now you’re thinking ... don’t we get around 450 newly ordained priests each year? Wouldn’t 
that stabilize the number of total priests?  

NOT SO! This net change of -448 priests INCLUDES the numbers of BOTH those priests that 
DIE each year AND the annual influx of NEWLY ORDAINED according to the Official 
Catholic Directory. In short, the new priests coming in are already baked into the overall 
number. 

Based on this average net change of the 45 years between 1967 and 2012 ... if we lose a net of 
448 priests each year ... by 2057 ... 45 years from 2012 ... we could have only 19,544 priests 
remaining.  <<STEADY CAM>>

Why project 45 years into the future?  Because we started counting from 45 years in the past .. 
the high-water mark for the number of priests. 

So we can say .. 45 years ago from now was when things were at their best in terms of numbers .. 
where will things stand 45 years from now?

In the past 45 year average decline ...  we suffered a net loss of roughly 20,000 priests ...  which 
means in 45 years ... all things being equal .. we could suffer another net loss of 20,000 more 
based on the trend lines. <<LOOP CAM>>

However ... those trends only look at the raw numbers.  They do not account for a more in-depth 
treatment of the numbers ... specifically ... the average age of priests today.  

When you account for the age factor ... the trend line accelerates ... as more and more priests die 
and are replaced by fewer and fewer younger priests ... the trend is not static ... it is changing.  
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And there are some dioceses that may no longer have any more priests to serve.  If this can begin 
to happen in a diocese here and there, then it can certainly begin to happen in regions and 
eventually on a national scale. <<STEADY CAM>>

So the Church will either need to start combining dioceses ... creating much larger geographical 
territories OR import priests from other nations ... which of course is already happening .. which 
somewhat masks this devastation.  

Since it would require a great deal of resources to acquire a current age distribution chart that 
spans from 1967 (the high point of total priests) to 2012 ... we can only estimate statistically how 
the age distribution will determine the net number of priests in the coming years.  

It certainly appears that the majority of priests today are 60-80 years of age. When these souls 
pass on ... how many priests will there be left to take up their posts?  It certainly appears the new 
crop of priests will be much smaller. <<GREEN CAM>>

There were 194 dioceses in 2012 ... how many will there be 45 years later in 2057?  The average 
annual net change ... based on the net change from 1967 to 2012 ... projects there will be only 
about 19,000 priests in 2057.  The once bright  candle of the Catholic church in America is dying 
out.  

If this continues to be the case 45 years after 2057  ...  we will have suffered a net loss of 20,160 
priests.  A 20,000 net loss subtracted from 19,000 priests ..... which could mean ...  based on 
these numbers ... and this doesn’t even factor in the average age of priests today ..... 

The Last Priest in America could die in less than a century from now.  
God Love You.  I’m Michael Voris. 

R.I.P. 
The Catholic Church 

in 
The United States of America

    1526 - 2102 A.D.
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